
Pleora helps brand owners and manufacturers deploy AI to improve quality, lower inspection costs, and 
speed production. The company’s AI solutions for end-to-end quality includes an intuitive “no code” 
software platform to simplify algorithm development and edge processing that integrates with existing 
infrastructure and end-user processes to streamline deployment. Our solutions are market-proven in 
consumer goods, parts manufacturing, food & beverage, and print & packaging applications.   

Simplify AI for Inspection

Quickly design and 
deploy advanced 
inspection skills 

without changing 
existing systems

Reduce errors that 
result in poor product 

quality, waste, and 
costly secondary 

screenings

Maintain brand 
standards and meet 

safety and compliance 
requirements

Inspect challenging 
materials (metal, glass, 
fabric, wood, irregular 

shapes)



Simplifying AI Design and Deployment – How It Works 

No-code plug-in development
Pleora’s eBUS AI Studio™ “no-code” 
development platform lets non-experts 
and designers develop, customize, and 
train AI and computer vision plug-ins 
in hours. 

Transfer plug-in to  
AI Gateway
Plug-ins developed in eBUS AI 
Studio are optimized for Pleora’s 
AI Gateway™. The compact 
edge processing platform 
enables an evolutionary AI 
deployment approach by 
integrating seamlessly with 
existing infrastructure and end-
user processes. eBUS AI Studio 
plug-ins can also be deployed 
on other compatible computing 
and processing devices.

Connect and communicate 
Our unique standards-based 
approach ensures zero vendor 
lock-in and full compatibility with 
third-party cameras, sensors, 
processing solutions, and libraries. 
With eBUS AI Studio, develop 
plug-ins enabling two-way 
communication between the AI 
Gateway and a programmable 
logic controllers (PLCs) to control 
other vision system components 
over a range of networking 
protocols, including Ethernet/IP, 
Modbus RTU, Profinet, Profibus, 
and Modbus TCP. 

Developing Plug-Ins with eBUS AI Studio
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With eBUS AI Studio, you don’t need to be a vision expert or programmer to easily create AI 
and computer vision automations to improve quality, lower costs, and increase efficiencies.  

No Code Automation and Quality Workflows 
The intuitive, web-based eBUS AI Studio platform 
lets any user — from non-programmers to advanced 
developers — design, train, test, and deploy their own 
AI and computer vision plug-ins for automated and 
visual inspection tasks throughout the factory. 

Leveraging the Power of OpenCV 
Integrated OpenCV library support lets users leverage 
traditional computer vision algorithms to create real-
time inspection skills, including object detection, 
counting, measurement, pattern matching, text 
overlays, and alignment, without coding.  Advanced 
developers and system and solution integrators can 
further customize and deploy the Python-based plug-in 
to create custom automation workflows. 

Streamlined AI Training
Pleora’s Deep Learning AI Engine helps users quickly 
train real-time defect detection and object classification 
models optimized for edge deployments. 

Speed Development with No Runtime Fees 
With out-of-the-box support for machine vision 
cameras and a no-code interface, prototyping, 
development, and training (including streamlined AI 
classification) has never been easier. Develop your 
OpenCV code in eBUS AI Studio to design plug-ins 
that integrate with your existing applications — with 
no runtime fees. Enjoy the full benefits of a visual 
programming without the extra costs.

 



AI for End-to-End Quality
• Check and count incoming parts

• Streamline manufacturing set-up 
and customization

• Verify parts and assembly

• Check ingredient mix

• Quality checks (fill levels, seal)

• Reduce false-positives and 
manual inspection

• Product sorting and grading

• Inspect labeling   

Add AI to your existing 
application  
The AI Gateway seamlessly 
intercepts the video, applies your 
AI skill, and sends the data to 
existing processing applications.  

ACCEPT

4 5 Display results and share your data   
Your existing inspection application receives the processed video 
as if it were still connected directly to the camera. Inspection 
data can be seamlessly shared with and received from enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) and manufacturing analytics platforms 
to help monitor end-to-end quality and processes, and used for 
continuous offline plug-in training. Integrated MQTT and OPC-UA 
no-code blocks ensure future-proof Industry 4.0 compatibility.  

Quick Start Plug-ins & Development 
Included quick start templates for 
common inspection requirements (sorting, 
classification, measurement, and more) help 
you quickly create your first plug-ins. Or work 
with Pleora’s AI Plug-in Development Service 
for custom requirements. 

Hyperspectral Module Plug-In
Deploy hyperspectral capabilities without 
additional programming knowledge. “No 
code” training software developed with 
PerClass automatically generates an AI plug-in 
that is deployed on the AI Gateway, which 
seamlessly handles image acquisition from 
any hyperspectral imaging source. 

PASSFAIL



AI GATEWAY FEATURES 
Vision Streaming Video Streaming Input and Output over GbE
Video Inputs Up to 4x GigE Vision streaming inputs, or  

1x USB3 Vision input
Video Outputs Output over GigE Vision
GenICam Mirroring Ability to mirror Camera GenIcam nodes for 

control
GPU NVIDIA Pascal 256 GPU (1.3 TFLOPS)
CPU 6-core ARM CPU
Memory 8GB 
Standard Plug-ins Standard plug-ins for AI and Image Processing 

with sample code
Programming Languages Python
Libraries OpenCV, TensorFlow, TensorRT, CUDA
Optional Plug-ins “No code” Hyperspectral Module

CONNECTORS 
Ethernet 5x Gigabit Ethernet ports
USB 2.0 1 x Micro-B OTG
USB 3.0 4 x Type-A
Display 1 x HDMI 2.0b Type A  

(max resolution: 3840 x 2160 @ 60Hz)
Serial Communications 1x RS-485, 1x CAN 2.0b

CHARACTERISTICS 
Size (L x W x H) 226.0 mm x 122.0 mm x 59.9 mm
Weight 2.0 kg approximately
Operating Temperature 0°C to 70°C
Storage Temperature -20°C to 85°C
Relative Humidity 40°C @ 95%, non-condensing
Power In 12 VDC to 57 VDC
Power Consumption 21.5 W
Vibration during operation With desk/wall mount: 3 Grms, IEC60068-2-64, 

random vibration, 5 ~ 500 Hz, 1 hr/axis
Shock during operation 30G, IEC60068-2-27, half sine,  11m duration 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
901-1000 AI Gateway  

GigE Vision and USB3 Vision compliant embedded industrial 
computing platform with pre-installed AI Gateway Software 
which includes the base plug-in module for Python develop-
ment and sample plug-ins. Includes power supply and eBUS 
SDK USB stick. Additional AI Gateway Software Basic, Standard, 
and Developer Maintenance and Support Annual Subscriptions 
available.

901-1004 AI Gateway With Hyperspectral Module Add-on 
Embedded industrial computing platform, Includes 
Hyperspectral Module Add-on, base plug-in module for Python 
development, sample plug, power supply, eBUS SDK, one 
year Basic Maintenance and Support, one year Hyperspectral 
Module Annual Maintenance and Support. Additional 
Hyperspectral Module Annual Maintenance and Support 
Subscription Renewal, Hyper-spectral Module Training Software 
Add-on, Hyperspectral Module Training Software Annual 
Maintenance and Support Subscription Renewal available.

990-3004  eBUS AI Studio 30 Day License  
Provides 30 days access to eBUS AI Studio no code functionality 
and quick start templates for common inspection requirements 
to develop, train, and streamline the deployment of AI and 
computer vision plug-ins.*

990-3001 eBUS AI Studio 90 Day License  
Provides 90 days access to eBUS AI Studio no code functionality 
and quick start templates for common inspection requirements 
to develop, train, and streamline the deployment of AI and 
computer vision plug-ins.*

990-3002 eBUS AI Studio 180 Day License 
 Provides 180 days access to eBUS AI Studio no code 
functionality and quick start templates for common inspection 
requirements to develop, train, and streamline the deployment 
of AI and computer vision plug-ins.* 

* Additional eBUS AI Studio Basic, Standard and Developer Maintenance and 
Support Annual Subscriptions available.
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Bring AI into Real-World Applications   
Customers rely on Pleora’s AI expertise to automate manual 
processes, improve reliability, and lower the cost of quality inspection 
in the consumer goods, automotive, food and beverage, and print 
and packaging markets. The company’s AI solutions include a “no 
code” software platform that simplifies algorithm development, edge 
processing to seamlessly deploy advanced AI capabilities alongside 
existing infrastructure and end-user processes, and a camera-based 
visual inspection system that automatically identifies product 
deviations and alerts operators and inspectors.  

Learn more at pleora.com
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